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We report a measurement of cross section σðνμ þ nucleus → μ− þ XÞ and the first measurements of the
cross section σðν¯μ þ nucleus → μþ þ XÞ and their ratio Rðσðν¯ÞσðνÞÞ at (anti) neutrino energies below 1.5 GeV.
We determine the single momentum bin cross section measurements, averaged over the T2K ν¯=ν-flux, for
the detector target material (mainly carbon, oxygen, hydrogen and copper) with phase space restricted
laboratory frame kinematics of θμ < 32° and pμ > 500 MeV=c. The results are σðν¯Þ ¼
ð0.900 0.029ðstatÞ  0.088ðsystÞÞ × 10−39 and σðνÞ ¼ ð2.41 0.022ðstatÞ  0.231ðsystÞÞ × 10−39 in
units of cm2=nucleon and Rðσðν¯ÞσðνÞÞ ¼ 0.373 0.012ðstatÞ  0.015ðsystÞ.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.96.052001
I. INTRODUCTION
Since the 1998 discovery [1] of neutrino oscillations,
there have been major advances in neutrino disappearance
and appearance oscillation measurements, and all the
fundamental neutrino mixing parameters [2] have been
determined except for the mass hierarchy and the charge-
parity (CP) phase δCP. Evidence of δCP ≠ 0; π leads to the
nonconservation or violation of the charge-parity sym-
metry (CPV). This is tested by measuring the neutrino
νμ → νe and antineutrino ν¯μ → ν¯e appearance oscillation
event rates to determine if the neutrino and antineutrino
oscillation appearance probabilities, Pðνμ → νeÞ and
P¯ðν¯μ → ν¯eÞ are equal in vacuum [2,3] at the same ratio
of the oscillation distance L over the neutrino energy E or
L
E. Major long-baseline neutrino experiments [4] have
been built and future projects [5] are proposed to
determine these probabilities using separate νμ and ν¯μ
beams that cross near and far detectors. The probabilities
are obtained from near detector measurements of the
νμ þ N and ν¯μ þ N charged current (CC) interactions and
cross sections, where N is the target nucleon, and far
detector measurements of νe þ N and ν¯e þ N CC
interactions.
In this paper, the T2K Collaboration, using the off-axis
near detector (ND280), presents a measurement at a peak
energy ∼0.6 GeV of the charged current inclusive (CCINC)
νμ þ N cross section and first CCINC measurements of the
ν¯μ þ N cross section and their ratio of the ν¯μ þ N over the
νμ þ N CCINCcross section. These νμ and ν¯μ measurements
are important to understand their impact on future CPV
measurements and to test neutrino cross section models.
T2K has published flux averaged neutrino-mode mea-
surements of CCINC [6] and charged current quasi-elastic
like (CCQE) [7] cross sections per nucleon of ð6.91
0.13ðstatÞ  0.84ðsystÞÞ × 10−39 cm2 and ð4.15 0.6Þ×
10−39 cm2, respectively. These measurements were per-
formed using the Fine-Grain Detector (FGD) which has
different detector systematics compared to the measure-
ments presented in this paper. There are no published
CCINC ν¯μ measurements at energies below 1.5 GeV;
however, the MINVERVA Collaboration recently pub-
lished [8] CCINC results above 2 GeV and the
MiniBooNE Collaboration has published [9] CCQE mea-
surements in both ν¯μ and νμ modes which require larger
axial mass values compared to other experiments to fit their
observed data. There are several multinucleon models (2
particle 2 hole, or 2p2h) [10–12] proposed to explain large
cross sections. In addition, in some models it has been
predicted [10] that the difference between the νμ and ν¯μ
cross sections is expected to increase when 2p2h effects
[13] are included. The measurements of the ratio, sum, and
difference of these cross sections, which have very different
systematic errors, will be presented.
Following this introduction, the paper is organized as
follows. We begin with a description of the ND280 off-axis
detector and the neutrino beam in Sec. II. Then the
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is presented in Sec. III,
followed by the event selection given in Sec. IV. The
analysis methods and systematic error evaluations are
presented in Secs. V and VI, and we finally conclude with
the results and conclusions in Secs. VII and VIII.
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II. BEAM AND DETECTOR
The T2K experiment [14] is composed of a neutrino
beam line and a near detector at the J-PARC laboratory in
Tokai, Japan, and the far detector Super-Kamiokande (SK)
situated 295 km away in the Kamioka mine. The J-PARC
accelerator complex produces a 30 GeV energy proton
beam with spills every 2.48 s that contain eight beam
bunches which are 580 ns apart. At this spill and repetition
rate, a beam power of 430 kW produces 2.25 × 1014
protons on target (PoT) per spill corresponding to
≈0.8 × 1019 PoT integrated per day of data taking.
The proton beam strikes a graphite target to produce
pions and kaons that are focused by three magnetic horns
into a 96 m long decay pipe. The polarity of the magnetic
horns can be changed to forward horn current (FHC) or
reverse horn current (RHC) to select either positive or
negative pions and kaons to produce a predominantly νμ
or an ν¯μ beam. The resulting main neutrino beam axis is
parallel to the proton beam direction. SK lies 2.5° off-axis
with respect to the main neutrino beam direction and this
arrangement produces at SK both the νμ and ν¯μ energies
that peak at ∼0.6 GeV. This νμðν¯μÞ peak energy with a
295 km baseline distance, produces an LE value that max-
imizes the νeðν¯eÞ appearance rate and has a νμðν¯μÞ
disappearance that minimizes the νμðν¯μÞ rates at SK.
The ND280 νμ and ν¯μ fluxes were determined by
simulation of the T2K neutrino beam line [15] using
FLUKA2011 [16], GEANT [17], and GCALOR [18]
software packages. The simulated hadronic yields have
been re-weighted using the NA61/SHINE [19] thin-target
data, which has reduced the flux uncertainties to less than
10% around the flux peak. Detailed descriptions of the
ND280 flux uncertainties have been published in previous
ND280 analyses [20]. The typical fractional covariance
error of the T2K νμ and ν¯μ fluxes are ∼10% and the νμ − ν¯μ
correlated flux errors are ∼6%. The νμ and ν¯μ flux rates per
cm2=50 MeV=1021 PoT are plotted in Fig. 1 with super-
imposed neutral lepton flavors, νμ, νe, ν¯μ and ν¯e.
The near detector complex, located 280m downstream of
the target, consists of an on-axis detector (INGRID) and the
ND280 off-axis detector. ND280 is positioned inline
between the neutrino beam target and SK. The ND280
detector consists of subdetectors inside the refurbished
UA1/NOMAD magnet that operates at a 0.2 T magnetic
field whose direction is horizontal and perpendicular to the
neutrino beam. The ND280 subdetectors include π0 detec-
tor [21] (P∅D), three tracking time projection chambers
[22] (TPC1,2,3), two fine-grained detectors (FGD1,2)
interleaved with TPC1,2,3, and an electromagnetic calo-
rimeter (ECAL), that encloses the P∅D, TPC1-3 and
FGD1-2 subdetectors.
The measurements in this paper used the P∅D and the
TPC tracking subdetectors in the ND280 detector complex.
In our description, theþ Z direction is parallel to the
neutrino beam direction, and theþ Y direction is vertically
upwards. Previous descriptions of analyses using the P∅D
have been published [23]. We describe additional details
relevant for the analysis presented in this paper.
The P∅D is shown in Fig. 2. This detector contains 40
scintillator module planes called P∅Dules. Each P∅Dule
has 134 horizontal and 126 vertical triangular scintillator
bars. A wavelength shifting fiber centered in each bar is
readout on one end by a silicon photomultiplier. The P∅D
dimensions are 2298 × 2468 × 2350 mm3—XYZ—with a
total mass of ∼1900 kg of water and 3570 kg of other
materials (mainly scintillator with thin layers of high
density polyethylene plastic and brass sheet). The target
FIG. 1. The predominately neutrino FHC beam (Top) and
predominately antineutrino RHC beam (Bottom) flux per
PoT as a function of energy at the ND280 detector. The rates
are separated by neutrino/antineutrino muon and electron type
flavors. The peak values for the neutrino and the antineutrino flux
rates are 1.7 × 1012 and 1.4 × 1012=cm2=50 MeV=1021 PoT,
respectively.
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material mass is given in fractional amounts in Table I.
These P∅Dules are formed into three major sections. The
water target region, is the primary target in this analysis
which has 26 P∅Dules interleaved with bags of water
2.8 cm thick and 1.3 mm brass sheets. The water bags are
drainable to allow water target subtraction measurements.
The two other regions (called upstream and central ECALs)
are the upstream and downstream sections that each contain
7 P∅Dules and steel sheets clad with lead (4.9 radiation
lengths).
The TPC1,2,3 detectors are three modules whose
dimensions are each 1808 × 2230 × 852 mm3—XYZ—
where each module contains a centered high voltage
(Z-Y) cathode plane that splits the chamber into two sections
where the charged particle track ionizations drift in
the X directions. These are measured by 70 mm2 micro-
megas pads in the Z-Y plane. The fully contained ionized
trackpath lengths are72 cm.Acharged trackwill bemeasured
with ∼0.7 mm resolution for drift distances >10 cm.
The typical TPC momentum resolution is δðp⊥Þ=p⊥ ¼
0.08p⊥ ðGeV=cÞ. Analyses which use the TPC have been
described in previous ND280 publications [20].
III. ANALYSIS SAMPLES
The studies reported here includes data logged with the
FHC ν beam runs (October 2012 to February 2013) and the
RHC ν¯ beam runs (May 2014 to June 2014).
A. Data samples and detector configuration
The total PoT exposure where all detector data quality
checks were passed for the FHC runs was 16.24 × 1019 and
the corresponding total PoT exposure for the RHC runs was
4.30 × 1019. These integrated rates corresponds to roughly
0.28 × 1012 neutrinos and 0.06 × 1012 antineutrinos per
cm2 per 50 MeVat 0.6 GeV. The data samples in this paper
used the available neutrino and antineutrino beam data
taken when the P∅D target bags were filled with water.
B. Monte Carlo simulation
The analysis used simulated MC samples with different
beam and detector configurations for each data-taking
period. The simulations include the following:
(1) Secondary pions and kaons are produced in the
graphite target and propagated through the magnetic
horns into a helium filled pipe where they decay.
Secondary neutrinos and antineutrinos are created
and their fluxes and energy spectra are extrapolated
to the near and far detectors.
(2) The neutrino and antineutrino interactions in the
ND280 subdetectors were determined by the NEUT
[24] MC generator that was used to calculate the
interaction cross sections and the final state particle
kinematics.
(3) The detector simulation uses GEANT to propagate
the final state particles through the ND280 subde-
tectors.
IV. EVENT AND KINEMATIC SELECTION
A. Event selection
The analysis selection uses reconstructed objects from
both the P∅D and TPC. Both subdetectors use independent
reconstruction algorithms to generate objects from the raw
data. The P∅D uses a three-dimensional tracking algorithm
FIG. 2. Side view schematic diagram of the P∅D detector. The
white, zig-zag, and blue strip regions represent the vertical
scintillator bars, the horizontal scintillator bars, and the water
bag regions, respectively. The vertical and horizontal bars
represent a X-Y module or P∅Dule. The first and last groups
of seven P∅Dules form the upstream and the central ECAL
“super” modules and the middle 26 P∅Dules interleaved with the
water bags are the water target region.
TABLE I. Chemical element composition of P∅D water target
region by fraction of mass.
Element Symbol Fraction
Hydrogen H 8.0%
Carbon C 45.0%
Oxygen O 29.9%
Copper Cu 14.3%
Chlorine Cl 1.1%
Titanium Ti 0.1%
Zinc Zn 1.6%
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to form tracks from individual hits in the scintillator bars.
The TPC reconstruction uses a track in the Y-Z plane
(nondrift plane) as a seed to search for hits in the down-
stream FGD to form a track object.
After independent reconstructions in the TPC and in the
P∅D, the analysis uses an algorithm to match a three-
dimensional P∅D track ending near the most downstream
edge of the P∅D to a TPC track beginning near the most
upstream edge of the TPC.
The event selection is the following:
(1) The first requirement is good data quality for the
data run. After ND280 data is processed, the sub-
detectors are evaluated run by run for good timing
with respect to the beam and checked to satisfy good
detector calibrations. Events are used only if their
run passed data quality checks. For each FHC
(RHC) beam bunch there must be a negative
(positive) TPC track that is identified within
70 ns around the nominal beam bunch time.
(2) A veto is applied to reject events whose vertex
originated outside the fiducial region but had a
secondary interaction inside the fiducial region. Also
events with single tracks that are broken into two
tracks by the track reconstruction are rejected. The
event vertex is defined by the most upstream P∅Dule
hit in the track. The vertex X-Y position is defined by
the X-Y triangular scintillator bars and the vertex Z
position of the P∅Dule. The fiducial volume requires
the vertex to be within −836 mm < X < 864 mm
and −871 mm < Y < 869 mm and inside one of the
middle 24 P∅Dules. The X boundaries are∼250 mm
and the Y boundaries are ∼236 mm away from the
ends of the X and Y scintillator bars, respectively.
(3) The vertex must be in the P∅D water target fiducial
volume. The charge is determined by the curvature
of the TPC track. Of all TPC tracks meeting these
criteria, the one with the highest reconstructed
momentum at the start of the track is chosen to
be the lepton candidate.
(4) The RHC mode selection has an additional require-
ment that the lepton track candidate is positively
charged and has the highest momentum of all
charged tracks in the bunch.
Due to the limited geometric acceptance of requiring a
CC neutrino event vertex in the P∅D with its muon track
detected in the TPC, this analysis is inherently not sensitive
to the entire muon kinematic phase space. For this reason,
we define a restricted phase space, described in the next
subsection, that will cover the part of the kinematic phase
space where we have good acceptance. Events that are
reconstructed to have muon kinematics outside of the
restricted phase space will be rejected. For the FHC mode
selection, 19,259 events are selected in data. The number of
selected events in the corresponding MC sample, scaled to
the same data PoTexposure is 19,566. In RHCmode, 1,869
events are selected in data and the scaled MC sample has
1,953 events. The muon p and θ distributions for data
events with MC predictions are shown for both modes in
Figs. 3 (left and middle) and 4 (left and middle), respec-
tively. The plots include colored stacked histograms of MC
interaction types to graphically display the composition of
the selected events.
The fractional NEUT interaction types for the FHC and
the RHC beam modes are given in Table II for the selected
events described in Sec. IV. The MC channels defined [25]
at the initial interaction vertex according to NEUT are
CCQE (QE), 2p2h, CC with 1 charged pion (1Pi), CC with
> 1 charged pion (NPi), CC with K or η meson (Meson),
deep inelastic scattering (DIS), neutral current (NC),
neutrino or antineutrino interaction (ν or ν¯), and events
whose true vertex position was outside the fiducial volume
(outFV) region of the P∅D. The resulting selected events,
according to the MC simulation, are predominately CCQE,
followed by CC events with 1 pion. Due to a substantial νμ
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FIG. 3. FHC beam CCINC νμ event candidate distributions of the μ− momentum in MeV=c (left), the muon θμ angle in degrees
(middle), and interaction vertex position by P∅Dule (right). Note backgrounds in the CCINC sample are the NC (dark green), ν¯μ induced
events (yellow) and the out of fiducial volume events (light blue). There are negligible ν¯μ backgrounds (yellow) in the FHC sample.
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flux contamination in the RHC beam and a large νμ cross
section, the ν¯μ candidate sample has a larger background
fraction (see yellow band in Fig. 4) compared to the ν¯μ
background events in the FHC beam sample. The νμ in the
RHC beam flux is seen in Fig. 1 (Bottom). The outFV
backgrounds are roughly the same fraction in both FHC
and RHC beam samples. The selection produces a CCINC
νμ candidate event sample that is 94.8% pure and a CCINC
ν¯μ candidate event sample that is 83.0% pure. The outFV
backgrounds cluster in the light blue bands in Figs. 3 (right)
and 4 (right) in the downstream P∅Dules. These back-
grounds are events whose vertices are outside and down-
stream of the fiducial volume but with an interaction that
has a backwards going track that enters the fiducial volume.
Additional checks between the data and MC event
selections were performed by comparing the event rates
of vertices by detector P∅Dule between data and
normalized selected MC events. The event rates by
P∅Dule are shown for νμ and ν¯μ in Figs. 3 (right) and 4
(right), respectively. There is very good agreement within
statistics between the data and MC distributions, except the
momentum distribution in the FHC beam sample where the
data are 1–2 sigma below the MC predictions near
0.6 GeV=c. The efficiency for the νμ and ν¯μ events varies
as a function of P∅Dule. Since the event selection requires a
vertex in a P∅Dule with a muon track reconstructed in the
TPC, the downstream P∅Dules have a higher efficiency
than the upstream P∅Dules. The events with vertices in the
more upstream P∅Dule have smaller angular acceptance for
a muon track to pass through the TPC and the muon track
will incur more energy loss since it must pass through more
P∅Dules to reach the TPC where it must be reconstructed.
The ν event selection efficiency in Fig. 3 (right) from
upstream to downstream P∅Dule varies from 37% to 57%
whereas the ν¯μ event selection efficiency Fig. 4 (right)
varies from 39% to 68%.
B. Kinematic selection
The selected events for the RHC (FHC) samples require
a vertex in the P∅D and a μþðμ−Þ reconstructed track in the
TPC detector. This limits or restricts the available kinematic
phase space of the CCINC events such that certain
kinematic regions are not measured. These unmeasured
regions in the laboratory frame have low muon momentum
pμ < 500 MeV=c or large muon polar angles θμ > 32°.
These kinematic boundaries are displayed in Figs. 5 and
6 left (right) where the θμ versus pμ two-dimensional plots
are shown for the RHC (FHC) samples. In Fig. 5 left (right)
are the generated MC full acceptance CCINC events for the
RHC (FHC) samples. The νμ mode has more events with
larger θμ polar angles since the μ− angular distribution is
more isotropic than the μþ in the ν¯μ mode whose muon
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FIG. 4. RHC beam CCINC ν¯μ event candidate distributions of the μþ momentum in MeV/c (left), the muon θμ angle in degrees
(middle), and interaction vertex position by P∅Dule (right). Note backgrounds in the CCINC sample are the NC (dark green), νμ induced
events (yellow) and the out of fiducial volume events (light blue). The νμ backgrounds in the RHC beam sample are much larger than the
analogous ν¯μ backgrounds in the FHC beam sample.
TABLE II. The fractional distributions of true MC interactions
for selected events defined at the initial interaction vertex
according to the NEUT generator for the FHC beam (left) and
RHC beam (right) modes. See text for descriptions of each MC
channel.
FHC beam RHC beam
Mode Fraction Mode Fraction
QE 37.83% QE 47.27%
2p2h 3.30% 2p2h 3.19%
1Pi 29.73% 1Pi 24.14%
NPi 11.01% NPi 5.05%
Meson 1.71% Meson 1.04%
DIS 11.27% DIS 2.32%
NC 1.50% NC 0.99%
ν¯μ 0.33% νμ 11.93%
outFV 3.32% outFV 4.05%
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tracks are more forward. In Fig. 6 left (right) are the
generated MC CCINC events that have a P∅D vertex and a
μþ (μ−) track reconstructed in the TPC for the RHC (FHC)
samples. The regions below horizontal lines where
θμ < 32° and right of the vertical dash lines where pμ >
500 MeV=c are detector regions that have nonzero accep-
tance and reconstructed events for both the FHC and the
RHC samples. Hence, we use these two kinematic restric-
tions in the cross-section measurements. The resulting
reconstructed restricted phase space selection in the νμ
mode has 14,398 data events and a corresponding MC
sample, scaled to the same data PoT exposure, contains
15,284 events. In the ν¯μ mode, 1,461 data events are
selected and a scaled MC sample has 1,634 events. From a
study of MC truth selected events, this restricted phase
space selection changed the mean value of neutrino
energies below 2 GeV in the FHC sample from
0.83 GeV (unrestricted) to 1.14 GeV (restricted) and in
the RHC sample from 0.84 GeV (unrestricted) to 1.08 GeV
(restricted). In addition, the νμ and ν¯μ MC samples
contained 2.19% and 1.33% events, respectively, whose
true kinematic value was outside the restricted phase space
region, but its reconstructed value migrated to be inside
the restricted phase space region. These events are kin-
ematic backgrounds that originated from the same physics
process.
V. ANALYSIS METHODS
The number of neutrino interactions in the fiducial
volume of the P∅D, Nsignal, can be expressed as the product
of the signal cross section per target, σ, the number of
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FIG. 5. Left (right) two-dimensional plots of θμ versus pμ for RHC (FHC) beam events of μþðμ−Þ tracks using MC generated CCINC
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FIG. 6. Left (right) two-dimensional plots of θμ versus pμ for RHC (FHC) beam events of μþðμ−Þ tracks using MC generated CCINC
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targets, Ntargets, and the integrated flux, Φ, of incident
neutrinos per unit area, as
Nsignal ¼ σNtargetsΦ: ð1Þ
Hence, the cross section becomes
σ ¼ Nsignal
ΦNtargets
: ð2Þ
Using our event selection on data, we obtain a candidate
signal event sample in our fiducial volume. This process is
not 100% efficient and also some nonsignal (background)
events are included. To account for this, the MC simulation
is used to estimate in our sample the number of background
events and the number of signal events. The backgrounds
from the FHC (RHC) beam samples include non-CCINC
events from the neutrino (antineutrino) beam as well as
events created from the antineutrino (neutrino) flux. In
addition, the MC simulation generates total number of
signal events that were produced. If the rate of restricted
phase space selected data events is Ndataselected and the
predicted number of selected background events is BMC,
the observed number of signal candidates in our fiducial
volume is
Nselected signal ¼ Ndataselected − BMC; ð3Þ
which include migration events. Next we redefine the
selection efficiency ϵ as
ϵ ¼ N
MC
selected signal
NMCgenerated signal
: ð4Þ
where the NMCselected signal is the number of signal candidates
whose reconstructed kinematics are in the restricted phase
space and NMCgenerated signal is the total number of generated
signal events whose true kinematics are in the restricted
phase space. We note that NMCselected signal includes a small
fraction of migration events as described at the end of
Sec. IV. B. With these definitions, the restricted phase space
signal event rate is
Nsignal ¼
Ndataselected − BMC
ϵ
: ð5Þ
In Eq. (5), the numerator is the number of signal candidates
whose reconstructed kinematics are in the restricted phase
space, and this is combined with the denominator ϵ from
Eq. (4) to give the proper estimate of Nsignal that represents
the number of signal events whose kinematics are in the
true restricted phase space. The neutrino cross section is
σðνμÞ ¼
Ndataselected − BMC
ϵNtargetsΦ
: ð6Þ
In addition to the cross sections given above, the
measured ratio of cross sections Rðν; ν¯Þ and rates rðν; ν¯Þ
are defined as
Rðν; ν¯Þ≡ σðν¯μÞ
σðνμÞ
¼ N¯
data
selected − B¯MC
Ndataselected − BMC
×
ϵ¯
ϵ
×
Φ
Φ¯
ð7Þ
and
rðν; ν¯Þ≡ nðν¯μÞ
nðνμÞ
¼ N¯
data
selected − B¯MC
Ndataselected − BMC
×
ϵ¯
ϵ
: ð8Þ
The overlined quantities are obtained from the antineutrino
selections as described above and those without overlines
represent the neutrino mode selection. Finally, other
observables are introduced and defined; the sum Σðν; ν¯Þ,
difference Δðν; ν¯Þ, and asymmetry Aðν; ν¯Þ formed from the
νμ and ν¯μ cross sections, as
Σðν; ν¯Þ≡ σðνμÞ þ σðν¯μÞ; ð9Þ
Δðν; ν¯Þ≡ σðνμÞ − σðν¯μÞ ð10Þ
and
Aðν; ν¯Þ≡ σðνμÞ − σðν¯μÞ
σðνμÞ þ σðν¯μÞ
: ð11Þ
VI. CROSS SECTION AND RATIO
SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
The systematic errors on cross sections and ratios of
cross sections in this analysis are due to uncertainties on the
number of selected background events, the incident neu-
trino flux, the number of targets in the detector, and the
selection efficiencies. The sources of systematic uncertain-
ties can be categorized into three groups: beam flux
prediction, neutrino and antineutrino interaction models
and detector response. The largest source of uncertainty is
due to the beam flux.
A. Beam flux uncertainty
The beam flux uncertainty sources can be separated into
two categories: uncertainties of the hadronic interactions, in
the graphite target and reinteractions in the horn, and T2K
beam line inaccuracies.
The beam flux uncertainty is dominated by the uncer-
tainty on the modeling of the hadron interactions, including
uncertainties on the total proton-nucleus production cross
section, pion and kaon multiplicities, and secondary
nucleon production.
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The hadronic interactions in the target where the primary
proton beam first interacts and produces the majority of the
secondary pions is simulated by the FLUKA2011 package
which creates MC neutrino and antineutrino flux samples.
Uncertainties on the proton beam properties, horn current,
hadron production model and alignment are taken into
account to produce an energy-dependent systematic uncer-
tainty on the neutrino flux. These uncertainties are propa-
gated to the T2K neutrino beam flux prediction by
reweighting MC flux samples. Systematic uncertainties
on the neutrino flux predictions coming from the NA61/
SHINE hadron production measurements are included.
Those uncertainties were estimated by varying track
selection and identification criteria as well as the param-
eters used to calculate needed corrections, to account for
example for decays of strange particles like Lambdas,
which produce additional pions and protons, that can
mimic our signal in the NA61/SHINE detector. Detailed
review of the sources of systematics errors of hadron
production data of NA61/SHINE results needed for T2K
may be found elsewhere [19].
The flux smearing is done using toyMC data sets that are
based on the FHC and RHC beam flux uncertainty covari-
ancematrices. The resulting1σ change in the cross section
is taken as the systematic error associated with the beam
flux. These uncertainties on individual cross sections lead to
9% errors whereas the errors on the ratio are 4% due to
correlated neutrino and antineutrino flux covariance errors.
Table III summarizes the systematic errors due to the beam
flux uncertainties on the cross sections and combinations of
cross sections. These results have been cross checked with
analytic calculations. The fractional errors on ratios have
smaller errors due to cancellations of correlated errors
between the neutrino and antineutrino modes.
B. Interaction model uncertainty
The interaction model uncertainties were calculated by a
data-driven method [26] where the NEUT predictions were
compared to external neutrino-nucleus data in the energy
region relevant for T2K. Some of the NEUT model
parameters are fitted and assigned mean and 1σ error
values that allow for differences between NEUT and the
external data.
The CCQE model in NEUT is based on the Llewellyn-
Smith neutrino-nucleon scattering model [27] with a dipole
axial form factor and the BBBA05 vector form factors [28].
The NEUT generator uses the Smith-Moniz RFG model
[29] and includes an implementation of both the random
phase approximation (RPA) correction [30] and the 2p2h
Nieves model [30]. The NEUT resonant pion production is
based on the Rein-Sehgal model [31] with updated form
factors from Ref. [32]. The DIS model used in NEUT
includes both the structure function from Ref. [33] and the
Bodek-Yang correction [34]. The NEUT MC generator
includes various model parameters to describe the different
models, uncertainties and approximations. The axial mass
MQEA was set to 1.21 GeV=c
2 based on the Super-
Kamiokande atmospheric data and the K2K data. The
1σ error on MQEA was set to 0.41 GeV=c
2. The large
uncertainty on this parameter is due to the disagreements
between recent experimental measurements and bubble
chamber results [35]. The Fermi gas momentum parameter
(pF) values and their errors are set to 223 MeV=c and
225 MeV=c for carbon and oxygen, respectively, with both
errors set to 12.7 MeV=c. The Fermi gas binding energy
(EB) parameter was set to 25 MeV and 27 MeV for carbon
and oxygen, respectively, with both errors set to 9 MeV.
The Nieves model 2p2h normalization to 1 1 for both
carbon and oxygen, the resonant pion production model in
NEUT used the Graczyk and Sobczyk form factors CA5 ð0Þ
and the I ¼ 1
2
background scale were set to 1.01 0.12 and
1.20 0.20, respectively. The nominal axial mass MRESA
was set to 0.95 0.15 GeV=c2. Additional uncertainties
are νe=νμ cross section factor that was set to 1.00 0.02.
Both CC and NC coherent uncertainties based on the Rein-
Sehgal model were set to 1 1 and 1.0 0.3, respectively.
Moreover, for CC and NC interactions, additional scale
factors were set to 0.0 0.4 and 1.0 0.3, respectively. In
addition the CC other is an energy dependent factor [20]
and the NC other is a normalization factor. The π final state
interaction (FSI) uncertainties are tuned to a pion-nucleus
scattering data, and other smaller corrections were
included [26].
Variation of model parameters within their errors (1σ)
was used to estimate their effect on the final observables in
order to determine final measurement uncertainties. A
summary of the parameters and their effects on the overall
normalization are shown in Table IV.
C. Detector response uncertainty
The detector response uncertainty studies used data
samples supported with MC samples and measurements
of the target weight. The three dominant detector response
systematic uncertainties are caused by the fiducial volume
boundaries, the sand/rock muon interactions and the mass
of the target in the fiducial volume. There were small
uncertainties from reconstruction and charge misidentifi-
cation from the TPC measurements. All the sources of
detector response errors considered in the analysis are given
in Table V.
The fiducial volume systematics were estimated by
varying its boundaries. The sand/rock muon interactions
TABLE III. Summary table for one standard deviation errors
due to beam flux uncertainties (fractionl errors in %).
σðν¯Þ σðνÞ Rðν; ν¯Þ Aðν; ν¯Þ Σðν; ν¯Þ Δðν; ν¯Þ
9.37 9.14 3.58 3.35 9.17 9.42
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occurring upstream and in the surrounding ND280 volume
could create tracks passing through the P∅D and TPC
detectors, mimicking a CCINC event. Another source of
detector systematics was the mass of the target in the
fiducial volume. The uncertainty due to the fiducial mass
was conservatively estimated to be 0.96% from the mea-
sured mass of the detector material during construction and
the water mass measured during filling the water bags.
VII. RESULTS
A. Cross sections and ratios
The flux averaged cross section and ratio values mea-
sured in the FHC and RHC samples are extracted from the
flux, the number of targets, MC efficiencies and MC
background estimates. The input parameters are given in
Table VI, and the results for the restricted (full) phase space
selections are given in Tables VII (VIII). The systematic
errors in Table VII are determined by adding in quadrature
the errors in Tables III, IV and V. For example, the
fractional R error, taken from the three tables, is 4% and
this yields 0.015 for the absolute systematic R error in
Table VII.
In Table VI, for the restricted phase space results, the
input parameters include the νμðν¯μÞ fluxes normalized to
PoT in the FHC(RHC) samples. The number of nucleon
targets is given for both the data and MC which slightly
differed. The number of reconstructed MC events is given
TABLE IV. Summary table for physics model uncertainties for restricted phase space measurements (fractional errors in %).
Parameter σðν¯Þ σðνÞ Rðν; ν¯Þ Aðν; ν¯Þ Σðν; ν¯Þ Δðν; ν¯Þ
MQEA 0.51 0.14 0.37 0.32 0.24 0.08
pFð12CÞ 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02
pFð16OÞ 0 0.01 0 0 0.01 0.01
MEC norm ð12CÞ 0.30 0.44 0.14 0.12 0.40 0.52
MEC norm ð16OÞ 0.18 0.24 0.06 0.05 0.22 0.27
EBð12CÞ 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0 0.02
EBð16OÞ 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0 0.02
CA5 ð0Þ 0.70 0.46 0.24 0.21 0.53 0.32
M1πA 0.99 0.28 0.75 0.65 0.44 0.21
I ¼ 1
2
Bkg 0.29 0.21 0.08 0.07 0.23 0.17
νe=νμ 0.02 0 0.01 0.01 0.01 0
CC Other shape 0.65 0.70 0.06 0.79 0.06 0.75
CC Coherent 0.01 0.01 0 0.05 0.69 0.73
NC Coherent 0 0 0 0 0 0
NC Other 1.28 0.39 0.89 0.77 0.63 0.14
π FSI 0.16 0.19 0.11 0.09 0.18 0.23
MEC norm Other 0.08 0.15 0.07 0.20 0.13 0.20
Total 2.13 1.16 1.56 1.36 1.31 1.32
TABLE V. Summary table for detector response uncertainties (fractional errors in %).
Parameter σðν¯Þ σðνÞ Rðν; ν¯Þ Aðν; ν¯Þ Σðν; ν¯Þ Δðν; ν¯Þ
TPC tracking efficiency 0.37 0.32 0.04 0.04 0.34 0.29
Charge misidentification 0.37 0.32 0.04 0.04 0.34 0.29
Sand/Rock muon interference 1.45 2.20 0.74 0.70 1.99 2.70
Fiducial mass 0.96 0.96 0 0 1.36 1.36
Fiducial volume boundaries 0.13 0.97 0.83 1.39 0.77 0.74
Total 1.82 2.63 1.11 1.02 2.58 3.35
TABLE VI. Tabulation of flux, targets, and data/MC events used in the cross section calculations. The data corrected values are
background subtracted and divided by the MC efficiency.
Inputs for cross sections Units RHC ν¯ mode FHC ν mode
Integrated flux [cm2=1021 PoT] 1.477 × 1013 1.823 × 1013
Number of targets (data) [Nucleons] 3.147 × 1030 3.147 × 1030
Number of targets (MC) [Nucleons] 3.119 × 1030 3.119 × 1030
Number of data/MC events (restricted PS) [Events] 1; 498=1; 634 14; 398=15; 284
Data corrected (restricted PS) [Events=1021 PoT] 41; 821 1; 334 138; 576 1; 249
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scaled to the equivalent data PoT. The data/MC generated
corrected events are defined as the reconstructed data/MC
generated events, minus the MC background and divided
by the MC CCINC efficiencies.
In Table VIII, the full phase space results are extrapo-
lated by scaling the restricted values in Table VI by the ratio
of the total to restricted cross sections as predicted by the
NEUT MC generator. The single errors combine the
statistical and systematic errors, which included model
uncertainties on the assumed values of MQEA and the 2p2h
C12 and O16 parameters in the scaling factor. The errors on
the νμ and ν¯μ cross sections due to these parameter
uncertainties were assumed to be totally uncorrelated
leading to a conservative estimate of the systematic errors
on the full phase space ratio of cross sections.
The cross section calculations use Eq. (6), and the ratio
Rðν; ν¯Þ is obtained from Eq. (7), where we note the number
of targets drops out. We find≈10% systematic cross section
errors whereas the ratio of cross sections Rðν; ν¯Þ error has a
factor ×2 smaller values of 4.0% errors for the restricted
phase space. These systematic errors are mainly due to the
flux uncertainties on the flux prediction which have strong
correlations between neutrino and antineutrino fluxes
which largely cancel in the ratio. The flux predictions
for neutrino mode and antineutrino mode are correlated
through measurements that are used as inputs to the flux
calculation. These measurements include the proton beam
current measurement, the measurement of the primary
proton interaction rate by NA61/SHINE, and the measure-
ment of secondary particle interaction rates by other hadron
interaction experiments. The measured ratio of rates rðν; ν¯Þ
given in Eq. (8) represents the ratio of νμ and ν¯μ event rates
which depends on the integrated FHC and RHC flux and so
its value depends on the particular experiment and data
taking periods. The event rate ratio rðν; ν¯Þ fractional
systematic uncertainty is the same as cross section ratio
Rðν; ν¯Þ, except it does not include the flux errors given in
Table III. The fractional systematic errors are 1.92% for the
restricted phase space selections.
B. Discussion of results
In this section, we discuss how our results compare with
NEUT predictions, previous measurements, the impact on
future CPV measurements and the multinucleon effects that
can modify neutrino cross sections.
We observe close agreement between the numbers of
data events and the NEUTMC generated events in both the
unrestricted and restricted phase space selected events.
Using Table VI, the data to MC ratios for the restricted
phase space selection for the FHC/RHC modes are
94.2%/91.7%.
We can compare our neutrino result to previous T2K
publications that used the FGD subdetector with a scintil-
lator target. The previous T2K flux averaged CCINC [6]
was ð6.91 0.13ðstatÞ  0.84ðsystÞÞ × 10−39 cm2 per
nucleon and this is within systematic errors to our full
phase space measurement in Table VIII. The published
T2K CCQE [7] and events of the charged current process
that has no pions ðCC0πÞ [36] flux averaged cross
sections per nucleon are ð3.83 0.55Þ × 10−39 cm2 and
ð4.17 0.05 0.47Þ × 10−39 cm2, respectively. In the
context of the NEUT model, the CCINC results presented
here are compatible with the CCQE and CC0pi results from
these prior publications. These full phase space neutrino
results agree with the previous T2K measurements.
The near detector flux averaged uncertainties on the ratio
of cross sections and rates are useful to estimate the
sensitivity of future CP conservation tests in long baseline
appearance experiments. The restricted phase space frac-
tional systematic errors on Rðν; ν¯Þ and rðν; ν¯Þ are 4.0% and
1.8%, respectively. These systematic errors on the near
detector ratio measurements are now due to many small
errors less than 1%, so further substantial improvements
will be challenging. Although future measurements of
appearance probabilities are likely to be limited by stat-
istical uncertainties on far detector νe and ν¯e measurements,
the near detector uncertainties on νμ and ν¯μ measurements
may also limit the ultimate precision of future CPV tests.
The 2p2h models have been predicted [11] to affect the
difference between the νμ and ν¯μ cross sections. The NEUT
MC predictions of the νμ and ν¯μ cross sections, their
difference and sum, their ratio, and their asymmetry have
been calculated in four models: (1) NEUT with a default
spectral function [37], (2) RFG model, (3) RFG model with
RPA corrections and (4) RFG with RPA corrections and
2p2h interactions. The MC model (4) included 2p2h effects
in the NEUTMC generator from the model by Nieves [12],
and this model (4) was also used to calculate the Table VI
TABLE VII. Restricted phase space cross section and ratio final
results.
Cross sections [×10−39 cm2=nucleon]
σðν¯Þ 0.900 0.029 (stat.) 0.088 (syst.)
σðνÞ 2.41 0.022 (stat.) 0.231 (syst.)
Δðν; ν¯Þ 1.512 0.036 (stat.) 0.152 (syst.)
Σðν; ν¯Þ 3.311 0.036 (stat.) 0.318 (syst.)
Ratios
Rðν; ν¯Þ 0.373 0.012 (stat.) 0.015 (syst.)
Aðν; ν¯Þ 0.457 0.012 (stat.) 0.017 (syst.)
TABLE VIII. Full phase space cross sections and ratio results
extrapolated from restricted phase space measurements.
Cross sections [×10−39 cm2=nucleon]
σðν¯Þ 1.71 0.29 (stat þ syst)
σðνÞ 7.07 1.20 (stat þ syst)
Ratios
Rðν; ν¯Þ 0.242 0.058 (stat þ syst)
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and VII results. The six cross section and ratio measure-
ments (solid circles with error bars) are presented in six
plots in Figs. 7 and 8. In each plot, the four different model
predictions (open squares) are compared for the same
measurement. Note each model can have slightly different
efficiencies, so the corresponding measurement corrected
for efficiency can vary depending upon the particular
model. These models include additional nuclear effects
such as 2p2h that make different predictions for neutrino
and antineutrino enhancements to the cross section. We
find different cross section combinations can help differ-
entiate the models and here we investigate a limited number
of model combinations available in NEUT. The measured
cross sections are stable and have negligible changes with
different models. This demonstrates the efficiencies are
similar in different models. The observed ν¯μ cross section
has slightly better agreement with model 3; however, the
other models 1, 2 and 4 predictions are nearly all within 1
standard deviation of the data uncertainties. The numerical
values of the model 3 predictions and the data results are
given in Table IX. Although the uncertainty on our model
combinations is relatively large, it is clear that with higher
statistics, such comparisons will be valuable for model
separation.
In future T2K measurements, more statistics, especially
in the ν¯μ mode, will enable differential water subtracted
measurements in bins of muon momentum and angle. After
unfolding, the differential measurements of ratios in
TABLE IX. The numerical values of model 3 predictions and the corresponding measurements shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
Model 3 σðν¯Þ σðνÞ Δðν; ν¯Þ Σðν; ν¯Þ Rðν; ν¯Þ Aðν; ν¯Þ
MC predictions 0.908 2.36 1.45 3.26 0.385 0.444
Measurements 0.911 0.094 2.45 0.24 1.55 0.16 3.37 0.33 0.371 0.019 0.459 0.021
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particular, differences and sums are expected to provide
improved estimates of systematic uncertainties in future
experimental CPV tests and better tests of 2p2h models.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, the T2K experiment has measured charged
current inclusive events, in a restricted phase space of
θμ < 32° and pμ > 500 MeV=c, the flux averaged cross
sections (cm2 per nucleon) and ratio of cross sections, as
σðν¯Þ¼ ð0.9000.029ðstatÞ0.088ðsystÞÞ×10−39; ð12Þ
σðνÞ ¼ ð2.41 0.021ðstatÞ  0.231ðsystÞÞ × 10−39 ð13Þ
and
R

σðν¯Þ
σðνÞ

¼ 0.373 0.012ðstatÞ  0.015ðsystÞ: ð14Þ
The ν¯μ inclusive cross section and the ratio R results are the
first published measurements at νμ and ν¯μ flux energies [38]
below 1.5 GeV. Although the current uncertainty on the
different model combinations is relatively large, we expect
future higher statistics comparisons will be valuable for
model discrimination.
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